COVID-19 catch up plans
September 2020
(Including contingency planning for any future school closures)
This document details the strategy John Ball School will adopt in order to
address any missed ‘face-to-face’ learning due to COVID-19. At the back of
this document you will find individual year group’s curriculum maps. These can
also be found, alongside corresponding curriculum documentation, on our school
website.
This is a live document which will be reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team on
a regular basis, at least once every half term.
Should you have any questions around these plans, please direct them to your
phase leader in the first instance:
EYFS
KS1
LKS2
UKS2

Cassey Kiely
Beth Budden
Beth Budden
Jo Young

ckiely2.209@lgflmail.org
bbudden.209@lgflmail.org
bbudden.209@lgflmail.org
jyoung48.209@lgflmail.org

Underpinning Principles
We recognise the difficult situation which children and families have found
themselves in during the past six months. Carpenter (2020) describes the five
potential losses and associated consequences for children during this time as:
1, Loss of routine
2, Loss of structure
3, Loss of friendship
4, Loss of opportunity
5, Loss of freedom

1, A feeling of bereavement
2, Attachment to environment
3, Anxiety
4, Potential trauma

Generating…

Having considered a range of research from the Chartered College of Teaching,
we have constructed our own three stage recovery programme:

These three principles will underpin our pre-existing curriculum values of:

Community

London and
beyond...

Communication

Possibility

Adventure
and
exploration

Innovative
thinking

Step 1
RECONNECT
A priority in autumn term will be to reconnect with children and establish strong
relationships and routines. Children will take time to adapt to school life
following such a lengthy break. As such, our ‘establishment phase’ will continue
for the full first half term. Children will spend time each day reconnecting with
their peers, the teaching teams and the school values. Where appropriate,
teachers will ensure children have opportunities to discuss their worries in a
safe environment. All classes will continue to have worry boxes, which is an
established expectation in our school already.
All classes will have weekly PSHE lessons where they will be able to build trust
in their class teams; rebuilding the sense of community. As part of PSHE,
children will explore the expectations of a John Ball pupil and how best to
demonstrate an understanding of this through our school values. Additionally,
all children will undertake an activity called ‘the happiness box’ as part of their
home learning. See the resilience section for further information.
Recognising the break from school as a significant event, we will use the ‘Five
Pillars of Recovery from Trauma’ (Hobfall et al, 2007) to guide our teaching for
the first half term. Further information on the five pillars can be found below:
The Five Pillars of Recovery from Trauma
International research into what people need in the immediate to mid-term
aftermath of a traumatic experience (which COVID-19 could be construed as)
has identified five commonalities. We will use these five commonalities to
underpin our establishment phase in September. These includes promoting:
Pillar 1: A sense of safety
In addition to communicating and implementing clear and feasible safety/social
distancing measures, a sense of normality will be achieved through quickly
re-establishing predictable and familiar structures and routines so that our

pupils know what to expect. The staff they already know, and new staff they
will get to know, will support their transition back to school – ensuring they feel
both safe and cared for.
As always, communication of clear rules, expectations and consequences will
create feelings of safety. Whilst it is inevitable that many things will have to
be different to ensure safety and social distancing, we will endeavour to
operate as closely to the John Ball which children attended back in March;
these constants will support children to feel safe. Therefore, wherever
unnecessary changes can be avoided, they will be.
Pillar 2: A sense of calming
Emotional containment can be facilitated by schools communicating a sense of
order and control (‘business as usual’) whilst also ensuring regular and frequent
opportunities for students to talk about, share and process their thoughts,
feelings and experiences in safe and supportive environment with trusted
adults.
Whilst the use of recorded assemblies and PSHE lessons may be adequate for
most students, some may require more regular and frequent opportunities to
talk with an adult and a minority may require more specialist counselling or
mental health support. Where we feel this will be beneficial, our in-house
therapeutic lead (Mr White) will contact parents to discuss.
If you would like to speak to Mr White, you can email him on:
awhite112.209@lgflmail.org
Pillar 3: A sense of self and community
We will continue to build community spirit by involving the whole school in
collaboratively planning the way forward through our adapted calendar of
events. We plan to give students a sense of participation which will be hugely
important in motivating them and giving them confidence to engage.
Acknowledging the achievements of the students in simply ‘getting through’ this
period is considered particularly helpful for those students who have not had a
positive lockdown experience and who may be returning with feelings of
inadequacy and anxiety.

Many students will feel like they have lost time in learning; we will be
transparent in demonstrating how we will address these gaps, supporting them
to see how they will recover from this sense of loss. As a school, we will quickly
re-establish baselines and begin to set students small, achievable and realistic
goals. We will be transparent with parents and carers at our regular meetings,
to ensure everyone is clear about where children are on their journey through
the curriculum content.
Pillar 4: A sense of connectedness
For the foreseeable future, assemblies will not be ‘live’, but pre-recorded for
classes to watch in their ‘bubbles’. These assemblies are an important way to
give positive messages, and encourage a sense of belonging to the school
community. This sense of belonging will support children to make the transition
back into school successfully.
Assemblies will provide an opportunity to further facilitate students sharing,
listening and supporting one another as a team. Our autumn 1 term themes for
assembly can be found below:

Week 1

Welcome back!
Re-establishing routines in school.

Week 2

Reconnecting with John Ball.
Link to school value of resilience.

Week 3

‘Lockdown for me’
Introduce the creative learning project: the happiness box

Week 4

Emotions during lockdown

Week 5

Black History Month

Week 6

Black History Month

Week 7

Black History Month

Pillar 5: A sense of hope
Helping students to reflect on the positive changes that have come about as a
result of the pandemic (perhaps for them as individuals, but also for their
families, communities, the country and the world as a whole) will be a powerful
antidote to the seemingly constant stream of bad news within the media.
When appropriate, in KS2, children will have discussions on how this pandemic
may help to shape things for a better future. Research suggests repeated
experiences of positivity opens up cognitive pathways, which strengthens
resilience, problem-solving skills and social bonds over time (Fredrickson,
2009).

Step 2
RE-IGNITE
Children have been learning incredibly well during their time away from the
physical school; we cannot thank our parent community enough for supporting us
in ensuring that the curriculum continued to be delivered. However, we also
recognise that learning from home is very different to that of learning in
school. Furthermore, we know how important it is to ensure that all year group
content is covered in depth to ensure that confusion does not occur when new
concepts are covered in the future. As such, we have adapted our autumn term
curriculum to ensure that any key concepts which would have ordinarily been
taught in the past six months are covered once again face-to-face. We have
prioritised the concepts which teachers will not ordinarily cover in the new
academic year.
An example of this can be found in our year 5 example below:

Maths objective

Year 4

Year 5

Autumn catch up

(The area of the

(What should have

(What would have

session:

curriculum)

been covered in Y4)

ordinarily been

(As a result of

covered in Y5)

COVID, what will
be taught in Y5)

Maths: Time

Learning objective:

Learning objective:

Because there

I can read, write

I can solve

would be a clear

and convert time

problems involving a gap in learning, the

between analogue

range of time

Y4 objective will be

and digital 12 and

representations.

re-taught in autumn

24 hour clocks

term of Year 5
(using additional

teaching time
generated by this
plan). This will
then leave the Year
5 objective to be
taught in Spring
and Summer term.
This will happen
alongside the
content usually
taught in Year 5.

To ensure this happens, children will have additional core subject sessions (3 x
30 minutes per week). This has required us to reconfigure the curriculum for
2020/2021. Each year, Science has an unallocated term to allow teachers to
assess children, using the ‘working scientifically framework’. In 2020/2021,
teachers will assess children in working scientifically on a regular basis through
all other taught topics: as such, the ‘working scientifically’ term has been moved
to autumn 1 and Science will not be explicitly taught during this term.
Likewise, we have adapted the Computing curriculum for autumn 1 to ensure that
the children still achieve the learning objectives for the subject (internet
safety) but over a slightly shorter period of time. Internet safety will then be
recapped and revisited at the beginning of each new unit throughout the year.
Although these changes will generate additional teaching time in autumn 1,
no content from the Science or Computing curriculum will be removed over
the academic year. All concepts, knowledge and skills will still be covered
as per the year group curriculum. We have not lowered our expectations of
our children or our ambitious curriculum.

Step 3
RESILIENCE
Building resilience will be a key component in our recovery planning. Resilience
can takes many forms, for example:
-

Resilience of behaviour: students demonstrating appropriate behaviour
for learning over sustained periods of time;
Resilience of self: students demonstrating the ability to apply selfregulation strategies;
Resilience and stamina: students demonstrating the stamina required to
focus on whole lessons for a full day;
Resilience of the school: detailed contingency plans in the event of future
school closure.

Throughout our curriculum planning, you will see a range of opportunities for
these skills to be developed. For example, in autumn term, teachers will respond
to the children by breaking up longer lessons into smaller, more manageable
chunks. This will grow over time, until children are comfortable in engaging for
the expected length of time for their age and ability.
As part of building resilience in the children, one of the key activities will be
the home learning task in autumn term which is creating a ‘happiness box’. The
underpinning idea being that we want to develop ways for all children to harness
their ability to self-regulate and increasingly manage their own resilience and
well-being.

Rationale for the Happiness Box (Carpenter, 2020)
“If you scrutinise the international literature around Mental Health, then two
simple questions emerge from the evidence base - what makes us happy? - What
makes us sad?
When you feel sad, it is often doing something that makes you happy that takes
away that sadness. For some children it can be cognitively challenging; they may
not actually recognise the emotion they are experiencing or that they know they
are upset, that things are not right.
We often talk about our inner strength. When times are difficult for us, we pull
on that inner strength. That is an abstract concept that the young child, or the
child with special educational needs, may find difficult to comprehend.
The Happiness Box is a visible and tangible way of creating, before the child's
eyes, what inner strength may actually look like; it enables them to practice and
rehearse strategies that help them cope with their emotions, resolve inner
conflict, and bring them to a calm emotional state. In the box, they can see and
physically touch the items, which helps bring them in a calm self soothe state of
mind. Initially it will be with the support of their teacher, or supporting adult,
who prompts them to use something in the happiness box.
What might be in a Happiness Box? The joy of a Happiness Box is that it can be
totally personalised to the Child; they put in the box things that make them
happy. It might be a piece of music; it might be soft toy, a book, or a blanket
that brings comfort.” Carpenter, 2020.

You will receive further information on this initiative in September from your
child’s class teacher.

SEN Support and EHCP
SEN Support children and children with EHC plans will continue to be a priority
to receive specialist support and intervention, where needed.
Learning Associates who work within teams (Communication & Interaction;
Cognition & Learning; Social, Emotional & Mental Health) will be allocated to
pods, but will continue to be supported by their team HLTA. Where possible,
children will continue the interventions they received prior to lock down, as
arranged by their class teacher. This information will be sent to parents &
carers in autumn 1. The school will continue to work with, and refer to, outside
agencies as needed.

Assessment
Through the school closures, a number of statutory assessment opportunities were
cancelled. In some cases (e.g. phonics check), the Department for Education have
rearranged them for this coming academic year. Where they have not been
rescheduled, we are keen to ensure we capture the assessment data, if possible. This
data supports us in ensuring the correct support is deployed across key stages,
targeting classes and individual children who need it the most.
As such, we will be following the below assessment schedule for the next school year:
Autumn 1
EYFS

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Year 6

Summer 1

Ongoing observations in-line with early learning goals. Staff will communicate
with parents about this process directly.

Year 1
Year 2

Spring 2

Transition
checklists
and
diagnostic
assessments
(PiXL)
These allow
class
teachers to
informally
understand
which
concepts
from the
previous
academic
year require
explicit
revisiting.

PiXL Year
Group
Assessment
PiXL Year
Group
Assessment

National
Phonics
check
(usually sat
in Y1)
PiXL Year
Group
Assessment
PiXL Year
Group
Assessment
PiXL Year
Group
Assessment
Practise
testing
opportunity:
1

Missed 19/20
Multiplication
check

PiXL Year
Group
Assessment
PiXL Year
Group
Assessment
PiXL Year
Group
Assessment
Practise
testing
opportunity:
2

National
Multiplication
Assessment

MOCK SATS

RED = For this academic year only, to support with catch-up planning;
BLUE = Part of our normal assessment processes;
GREEN = National tests, required as per DfE assessment arrangements.

Summer 2
EYFS
foundation
stage
assessment GLD
National Year
1 Phonics
check
National KS1
SATS

PiXL End of
Year
Assessment
PiXL End of
Year
Assessment
PiXL End of
Year
Assessment
National KS2
SATS

What is PiXL?
PiXL is an intervention and teaching scheme designed to support teachers to
identify the most important ‘gap’ in a child’s knowledge. Once a gap has been
identified, PiXL provides a series of supporting resources and lessons to teach
the child/class any missing information. As part of this, PiXL provide us with a
series of year group specific tests and checklists. It is normal practise at John
Ball to use these to inform our teacher judgement grades, which you receive in
termly report cards.
What are the PiXL transition checklists and diagnostic assessments?
Due to the break in school, PiXL have created a series of checklists to support
teachers in identifying any gaps in learning from the previous school year.
These are informed by low stake quiz activities which children will complete as
part of their regular lessons. These are not tests but may not be appropriate
for all children. Teaching staff will use their professional judgement where
appropriate; using these to support planning for future learning.
Will I receive information on these assessments?
Our parent consultation calendar remains the same for this academic year;
however, this may be a digital meeting depending on Government guidance at the
time. Prior to these meetings, you will receive a short report on your child’s
progress and attainment grading.

Contingency Planning
Although we hope that future school closures do not happen, we must be
prepared in the event that they do. As such, all children will be reassigned
their Google Classroom username and password at the beginning of the school
year. To ensure access to this is maintained, class teachers will set weekly
homework on this platform.
Should school be required to close, learning will take place on the Google
Classroom platform, with videos and learning available from year group teachers.
As per our previous arrangements, identified children will also have access to a
range of interventions which will support them in making expected progress.
Additionally, we will further engage with our school community to ensure that
we understand the barriers and difficulties in using the platform from the
2019/2020 academic year.
If you would like to share your views, you can access our survey monkey here:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/GL9NGDB

Curriculum Maps
On the following pages you will find individual year group maps. You can find the
supporting curriculum information on our school website: www.johnball.lewisham.sch.uk

Nursery Curriculum Map 2020/2021
Nursery
The topic
we will be
learning is:

Autumn 1
Settling in/All About Me
Traditional Tales

Autumn 2
Autumn, Fireworks,
Harvest
Celebrations: Diwali,
Christmas

Inspiring
moment:
Literacy:

Pie Corbett – retelling
traditional tales









Numeracy:






Story of Diwali

Learning to recognise
own name
Nursery songs and
rhymes (continuous)
Letters and Sounds
(continuous)
On-going mark making
opportunities
Name writing practice
Exploring Characters
and their choices
Recounts and
retelling
Recipe writing
(porridge)



Number songs
Counting and 1:1
correspondence
Noticing and creating
patterns
Use and begin to
learn names of 2D











Learning to recognise
own name
Nursery songs and
rhymes (continuous)
Letters and Sounds
(continuous)
On-going mark making
opportunities
Name writing
practice—gift tags,
xmas cards
Story of Diwali

Spring 1
Winter, Arctic
Habitats,
Transport
Celebrations: Chinese
New Year

Changing home corner
to a Hospital













Number songs
Counting and 1:1
correspondence
Noticing and creating
patterns
Number recognition
and sequencing







Spring 2
SPRING! Growing/Lifecycles
Forest/Woods/farm Habitat

Summer 1
Legends & Make Believe
Space

Celebrations: Shrove Tuesday,
Easter

Celebrations: Ramadan/Eid

Butterflies Life Cycle (TBC)
Giant’s Castle Roleplay

Entry to Legends/Make
Believe: How to Train Your
Dragon/ Space Ship Crash
 Information books vs
fiction books
 Nursery songs and
rhymes (continuous)
 Letters and Sounds
(continuous)
 On-going mark making
opportunities
 Name writing practice
 Fact & Fiction
 Character exploration
 Recounts and
retelling—Pie Corbett
 Helicopter Stories
 Maps
 Expressive language
 Writing Eid Cards
 Shared write—story
map
 Number songs
 Counting and 1:1
correspondence
 Repeating Patterns,
Islamic Patterns
 Position and Direction
 Number recognition

Letters and
Sounds
(continuous)
Name writing—
Recipes, CNY
cards
Helicopter
Stories—telling
our own stories
through play
Use of
Expressive
Language
Lists—shopping
lists for stir fry



Number songs
Counting and 1:1
correspondence
Noticing and
creating
patterns
Number














Letters and Sounds
(continuous)
Name writing
Helicopter Stories—
telling our own stories
through play
The Gruffalo
Use of Expressive
Language
List—shopping list for
pancakes

Number songs
Counting and 1:1
correspondence
Noticing and creating
patterns on easter eggs
Number recognition and
sequencing

Summer 2
Dinosaurs
Jungle Habitat
Seaside/The Beach
Transition

Looking at our baby photos
from home















Nursery songs and
rhymes (continuous)
Letters and Sounds
(continuous)
On-going mark making
opportunities
Name writing practice
Fact & Fiction
Recounts and
retelling—Pie Corbett
Helicopter Stories
Expressive Language
Labelling—habitat

One is a snail, ten is a
crab Maths
Number songs
Butterfly/Ladybird
Symmetry
Counting and 1:1
correspondence





shapes when making
shape faces.
Sort objects
according to
different
characteristics such
as colour, shape, size
Exploring language of
size and quantity







Use and begin to learn
names of 2D shapes
when making firework
rockets
Sort objects according
to different
characteristics such
as colour, shape, size
Exploring
weight/capacity
through our play











Creative:







Making our faces
using shapes for our
display
Using mirrors and
skin tone pencils to
draw our self
portraits
Skeleton pictures
using chalk, cotton
buds







Diva lamps
Autumnal & firework
pictures
Rangoli patterns
Singing and dancingChristmas production
Drawing recognisable
pictures—e.g spider
with legs








The World:





Beginning to make
friends and widen
circle of familiar
adults
Manipulating/changing
materials (porridge,






Seasonal changes,
nocturnal animals
Harvest—where our
food comes from
Diwali
Bonfire Night (how to



recognition and
sequencing
Use and begin to
learn names of
2D shapes
Noticing 3D
shapes in the
environment—e.g.
wheels, traffic
cones
Sort objects
according to
different
characteristics
such as colour,
shape, size
Exploring
weight/capacity
through our play
Use of
directional
language
(transport)
Arctic Pictures &
collages
Junk Modelling—
can you make an
igloo? Or a home
for a bear?
CNY dragon
collage
Design/model a
vehicle
Painting Ice
cubes
Learning about
features of
arctic habitats
and creatures
that survive
there






















Use and begin to learn
names of 2D shapes
Sort objects according to
different characteristics
such as colour, shape,
size
Position and Direction
Measuring
beanstalks/eachother—
comparison
Sequencing growing—
plant seeds, cover, water





and sequencing
Sort objects according
to different
characteristics such as
colour, shape, size
Exploring
weight/capacity
through our play









Making Easter cards
Tissue paper flowers
Gruffalo masks and role
play
Decorating paper easter
eggs
Tulip painting
Daffodils—observational
pictures
Lavender Playdough




Planting
Lifecycles of butterflies,
chickens, ducks
Shrove Tuesday (5th
March) Pancakes
Forest School






Islamic Patterns
Designing shields,
crowns, cloaks
Shape rockets/aliens










How Eid is celebrated
Distinguishing between
real and make-believe
Where do we live in
Space? And on Earth?
Begin developing





Noticing and creating
patterns
Number recognition
and sequencing
Sort objects
according to different
characteristics such
as colour, shape, size
Exploring
weight/capacity
through our play
Data Collection—
tallying

Minibeast Playdough
Habitat boxes
Under the sea /jungle
collage
Junk modelling sea
creatures, dinosaurs
Printing for symmetry

Learning about the
jungle and ocean
habitats
Developing
understanding of a
wider historical

cornflour)




Core Texts:






Owl Babies
Elmer
Funny Bones
Various Traditional
Tales







stay safe)
How Christmas is
celebrated across the
world
Forest School



Diwali Story
Oliver’s vegetables
Christmas stories
We’re going on a bear
hunt
Handa’s Surprise










Educational
Visits
Moment to
share:

Different forms
of transport
How is Chinese
New Year
Celebrated?



Stickman
Arctic—
information
books
Lost & Found
The Emperors
Egg
We’re going on a
Bear Hunt







Duck Eggs

Mr Wolf’s Pancakes
The Gruffalo
Titch
Jack and the Beanstalk
The Tiny Seed

understanding/interest
around Moon, Sun,
Stars.








The Paperbag Princess
Dragon Stew
Room on the Broom
Captain Flinn and the
Pirate Dinosaurs
Golden Domes Silver
Lanterns
Ramadan Moon









timeline—dinosaurs
Exploring and
comparing different
natural materials vs
man made

Dinosaurs Love
Underpants
Monkey Puzzle
Rumble in the Jungle
Commotion in the
Ocean
Are you my mummy?

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.
Gallery of our self portraits

Christmas Production - TBC

Designing our vehicles

Hatching of Butterflies (TBC)

Paper mache planets

Habitat boxes
Open evening sharing of work
with parents (TBC)

Reception Recovery Curriculum 2020/2021
Reception
The topic
we will be
learning is:

Autumn 1
Settling In/All
About me
Do you want to be
friends?

Inspiring
moment:
Literacy:

Settling in








Numeracy:



Number is
ongoing
throughout
the
academic
year








Creative:




Recognising
their own name
Having a go at
writing their
own name
Letters and
Sounds (begin
Phase 2)
Reading
(assessments)
Phonics
(assessment)

Maths
assessments
Counting
Numbers in the
environment
Numbers of
personal
significance
Story of a
number
Number games
and songs
Number hunt
Make a school
buddy

Autumn 2
Light and Dark (including
hibernation)
Space
Fireworks (November)

Spring 1
Snow and Ice (including
The Arctic)
Pirates

Spring 2
Transport
Dinosaurs

Summer 1
Traditional Tales
Minibeasts

Summer 2
Habitats
Superheroes
Human Growth

Shadow puppet show

Ice kingdom

Naughty Bus-What has it done
now?
 Letters and Sounds
(continuous)
 Drawing into writing
(continuous)
 Descriptive label
 Home corner labels, signs,
tickets etc

Change home corner

Superhero visitor










Letters and Sounds
(continuous)
Story of Diwali
Drawing into writing
Writing Letters
List writing
Recounts
Rhyming
Poetry


















Number games
Patterns
Addition
Shape (2D)

Andy Goldsworthy
Autumn rubbings










Letters and
Sounds
(continuous)
Drawing into
writing
(continuous)
Buried Treasure
phonics game
Story captions
and speech
bubbles
Information
writing
Maps
Capacity
Shape (3D)
Subtraction
Teen numbers
Position and
direction
(beebots)

Mixed media
collage

















Story map
Story sequencing
Re-telling a story
Pie Corbett
presentation of a story
(perform to a KS1
assembly)
Recount writing
Butterfly diary









Letters and Sounds
Drawing into Writing
(Design and label a
Superhero)
Captions, speech
bubbles and simple
comic strips
Writing a timeline.
Healthy shopping lists

Estimating
Teen numbers (revisit)
Measuring
Counting on and back using
a number line
Sharing (division)








Symmetry and pattern
What Number Am I?
3d shapes
Weight and capacity
Ordering measures
How we travel to
school (tally)









Number problems
Strategies to add and
subtract
Time (past/present)
Number bonds (10)
Big Numbers
Number fluency
Capacity problem solving

Changing our book corners
based on chosen core text




Make a puppet
Make a character mask




Make a supertato
Pop art superhereos






The World:





PSED







Core Texts:






Self portraits
Colour mixing
Using the
creative area
Mark making






Beginning to
make friends
and widen
circle of
familiar adults
Planting crops
(broad beans,
onions, spring
onions and
garlic)




Expresses own
needs and
interests
Begins to show
an awareness
of how others
might be
feeling
Being able to
articulate
thoughts and
feelings
Books by Trish
Cooke
Starting
School by
Janet and Allan
Allberg
Spot goes to
school by Eric
Hill






















Rangoli patterns
Owl collage
Firework pictures
Singing and dancingChristmas production




Penguins
Make an Igloo
(creative learning
project)
Talking about
paintings (Dutch
Winter scenes)
Blubber
experiment
Ice cube
experiment
Materials
How we live
affects the world




Design a vehicle
Make a dinosaur fossil
(imprinting with found
objects in clay)





Make a bug
Hungry Caterpillar
Butterfly paintings
with pattern and
symmetry as the focus



Colour mixing (primary
colours)

Seasonal changes
Harvest-where does food
come from?
Diwali
Bonfire Night (how to
stay safe)
Shadows and light
sources
How Christmas is
celebrated across the
world
Giving and sharing
Try and make a link with
the local old people’s
home
Select and use own
resources, asks for help
and is confident to
interact with others






Shrove Tuesday
Different forms of
transport used across the
world
Transport timeline
Story of the Dinosaurs
(how did they become
extinct)




Planting and harvesting
Lifecycles of
butterflies
Venn diagrams and
classification



How to look after
habitats across the
world
When we were babies
Materials (problem
solving)



Is willing to try
something new



Resilience



Key texts-discuss
moral of the story



Looking after others

Owl Babies
Laura’s star
Can’t you sleep little bear
I want my light on
Aliens love underpants
Oscar and the moth
Christmas stories
Funny Bones
Rama and Sita
Texts with rhyme (This is
the bear…



The Gruffalo’s
child by Julia
Donaldson
The Emperors’
Egg
Non-Fiction texts
Stick Man
The Bears’
Winter House
Elmer in the snow
Lost and Found




Mr Wolf’s pancake
Nibbles-The dinosaur
guide
Dinosaurs Love
Underpants
Dinosaur information
books
Mr Gumpy’s outing
The Naughty Bus






Mr Gumpy’s outing
The Naughty Bus
The Tiny Seed
Golden Domes and
Silver Lanterns
Mini Beast information
books
The Bad tempered
Ladybird
The selfish crocodile









Supertato
Traction Man
SuperDaisy
Supersoft heroes
Bog Baby
Titch
When we were Giants



































The Rainbow
Fish by Marcus
Pfister
The Snail and
the whale by
Julia Donaldson







Julia Donaldson
The Giving Tree
Oliver Jeffers
Whatever next
Baby Brains
Man on the Moon

Educational
Visits
Creative
Learning
Project

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.
Task:
Happiness Box

Make a puppet of an animal that
hibernates during the winter

Make an igloo

Make a fact sheet about your
favourite dinosaur

Design your own board game
with numbered squares

Interview an older member of
your family/friend. Ask them
about their childhood. What is
different? What is the same?
Favourite toy/games?

Autumn creations gallery.

Each class to share
facts about the Arctic.

Children to produce a clay tile
dinosaur fossil imprint.

Re-tell a traditional tale
using Pie Corbatt.

Summer picnic.

Bring in to school
on:
Thursday 8th October
Moment to
share:

Photographs of the
happiness box in
class.

Year 1 Recovery Curriculum 2020/2021
YEAR 1
Autumn 1
The topic we
will be
learning is:
Working together.

Autumn 2

Out of this world!

Homes and habitats

Monstrous Monarchs

Our Planet

Stories from around the world

Inspiring
moment:

CRASH! Beegu arrives at school

Exploration walk
(Walker
Wood/Greenwich Park,
COVID permitting)
Number: Addition and
Subtraction (within 20)

Our classroom is a forest!

Animal visit

Cont’d - Number: Place Value
(within 50) (Multiples of 2, 5 and
10 to be included)

Number: Multiplication and
Division (Reinforce multiples
of 2, 5 and 10 to be included)
(3)

Interactive cultural workshops
Parent/guardian speakers via
Zoom
Number: Place Value (within
100) (2)

Maths Units

English
(audience
and purpose)

Den building

Number: Place Value
(within 10)

Number: Addition and
Subtraction (within 10)

COVID-19 catch up:
Additional sessions
around previous year
group content (6)

Geometry: Shape
Number: Place Value (within 20)

Wild
Purpose: writing to
entertain (narrative)

Beegu
Purpose: Writing to inform
(letter and report)
Purpose: writing to entertain
(narrative)

Spring 1

Number: Place Value
(within 50) (Multiples of
2, 5 and 10 to be
included)

The lonely beast
Poetry
Purpose: writing to
entertain
Audience: Adults
Instructions: writing to
inform

Spring 2

Measurement: Length and
Height

Number: Fractions (2)

Measurement: Weight and
Volume

Geometry: position and
direction (1)

Where The Wild Things Are
Purpose: writing to entertain:
Diary from Max’s perspective

One day on our blue planet
Purpose: writing to inform:
Report on an animal or ecosystem

Purpose: Writing to inform:
Letter from Max
WORLD BOOK DAY

Our key
Wild
English text:

Beegu

Lonely beast

Summer 1

Where the Wild Things Are

Purpose: writing to entertain:
Description of an animal and
their habitat.
One day on our blue planet
and 10 things I can do to
help my world

Summer 2

Measurement: money (1)
Time (2)

Lila and the secret of rain
Purpose: writing to entertain:
Twist on a traditional tale
Purpose: Writing to inform:
Writing a recount of Year 1

Anansi / Lila and the Secret
of Rain?

English
Grammar

History

Finger spaces
between words
 Capital letters
and full stops
 Noun phrases
Unit title:
Muhammed Ali and
Black sporting
achievements





Noun phrases
Full stops, capital letters,
question marks and
exclamation marks

RE
Art and
Design
Computing

Noun phrases
Exclamations
Conjunctions
(and)





Unit title: Toys – past and
present

Geography
Music
PSHE





Noun phrases
Exclamations
Conjunctions

Noun phrases
Full stops, capital
letters, question marks
and exclamation marks



Revision from the year

Unit title: The UK: Kings,
Queens and Leaders

Unit title: My local area

Unit title: JB Pride
and Value
What to do in an
emergency.
Focus religion:
Judaism
Unit title: Bread
bonanza!
Unit title: Online
safety




Unit title: Around the world

Unit title: Let’s go to the
jungle!

Unit title: Keeping safe –
feelings and emotions

Unit title: Resolving
differences
ANTIBULLYING WEEK

Unit title: Healthy lifestylesgrowing and changing

Unit title: Money and what
to do in an emergency

Unit title: Valuing difference

Focus religion: Christianity

Focus religion: Sikhism

Focus religion: Buddhism

Focus religion: Islam

Focus religion: Humanism

Unit title: Full of fantasy

Unit title: Beast
building
Unit title: Handling
data

Unit title: Pillow printing

Unit title: How does it feel?

Unit title: Creating books

Unit title: Coding

Unit title: Make like a tree
and leaf!
Unit title: Creating Pictures

Unit title: Everyday
materials

Unit title: Animals including
humans

Unit title: Plants part 1

Unit title: Plants part 2

Unit title: Coding
E-SAFETY WEEK

COVID-19 CATCH
UP
Science

Unit title: Humans
COVID-19 CATCH
UP

French
PE

Introduction to PE

STEM WEEK
Outdoor: Skills in isolation

Outdoor: Invasion
games

NA – non statutory
Outdoor: Problem solving

Indoor: Year 1 Gym

Outdoor: Attacking and
defending

Indoor: Gymnastics

Indoor: Attacking and
defending
Valuing difference
Preparing for Transition

Indoor: Indoor games
Indoor: Dance

Safeguarding Internet Safety
(from across
the
curriculum)
Creative
Task:
Learning
Happiness Box
Project

Outdoor: Core skills (Health
and Fitness)

Keeping safe – feelings and
emotions

Anti-bullying week

Respecting Privacy

NSPCC PANTS rule

Task: Can you make your own
planet/alien/spaceship?

Task: Can you write and
illustrate a tourist

Task: If you were a King or
Queen, how would you rule?

Task: Can you make a poster
about looking after wildlife
and our environment?

Task: Can you create your own
story book which celebrates
your culture?

Bring in to school
on:
Thursday 8th October

Moment to
share
learning
Educational
Visits

Share videos and
work with partner
class in Key Stage 2

Bring in to school on:
Friday 11th December

Work on display

brochure about your
local area?
Bring in to school on:
Monday 8th February
Documentary about our
local area

Bring in to school on:
Monday 22nd March

Wild thing rumpus/parade

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.
This may change during the academic year.

Bring in to school on:
Friday 21st May

Bring in to school on:
Monday 12th July

Share fact books with other
classes

Gallery of their own stories
and books (online)

Year 2 Recovery Curriculum 2020/2021
YEAR 2
The topic we
will be
learning is:
Inspiring
moment:
Maths Units

Autumn 1
Extraordinary
Women

Autumn 2
Gorillas

Spring 1
London’s Burning!

Recreating Mary’s
medicines
Number: Place value
(3)

Recreate wildlife documentary
video
(cont’d - Number: Addition
and Subtraction

Create thatched houses

Number: Addition
and Subtraction (5)

English
(audience
and purpose)

COVID-19 catch up:
Additional sessions
around previous year
group content (6)
Anna Hibiscus
Purpose: writing to
entertain
An alternative story
ending
(narrative)
Audience:
children/peers

Materials science investigation

Summer 1
Plants

Number: Fractions (3)

Create indoor garden
Cooking with parents
Position and direction (3)

Measurement: length and height
(1)

Problem solving and
efficient methods (2)

Measurement: Money (2)

Statistics (2)

Number: Multiplication and
Division(2)

Geometry: Properties of Consolidation (1)
Shape (3)

Measurement: Time (2)

Jane Goodall
Purpose: writing to inform
(biography)
Audience: people interested in
Jane Goodall

Great Fire of London
Purpose: to inform
(newspaper report)
Audience: people
affected by the Great
Fire

Troll
Purpose: Writing to inform
(narrative)
Audience: adults

Gorilla
Purpose: writing to entertain
(narrative)
Audience: Year 1 children
 Christmas version of
Gorilla
 Diary entry as Hannah

Billy and the Beast
Purpose: writing to
inform (instructions)
Audience: the beast
 Diary entry
 Retelling Billy
 Letters to FC
and the beast
 Alternative
 Recount of Zoo trip
ending Billy
and the dragon Forest School Diary
Forest School Diary

Number: Multiplication
and Division (2)

Spring 2
Mighty Materials

Plants
Purpose: writing in
inform (report)
Audience: botanists
interested in your new
plant discovery
A walk around London
 Non-chronological
report on London
Landmarks.

Materials
Purpose: to entertain (poem)
Audience: adults
Traction Man
Purpose: to entertain (comic)
Audience: peers

Summer 2
Eco Warriors

Minibeast hunt
Measurement: Mass, Capacity
and Temperature (3)
Investigations (2)

Somebody Swallowed Stanley
 Retold Stanley
 Reimagined Stanley
Story with own
characters


Persuasive letter about
the importance of
recycling



Letter to new teacher

WORLD BOOK DAY

Ada Twist Scientist
Purpose: Writing to entertain
(poem)
Writing to inform (report)
Audience: Ada’s parents

Our key
Anna Hibiscus
English text: Billy and the Beast

English
Grammar







History

Full stops and
capital letters
Contractions
(apostrophes
for missing
letters)
noun phrases
coordinating
conjunctions

PSHE

RE
Art and
Design






Subordinating
conjunctions (because)
Exclamations
Sentence types
Past and present tense

Unit title: Mary
Seacole

Geography
Music

Gorilla
Little People, Big Dreams: Jane
Goodall

Unit title: Black
History Month: call
and response
Unit title: JB Pride
and Relationships

Focus religion:
Judaism
Unit title: Feature
me!

The Great Fire of
London:
A walk around London







Past tense
Conjunctions
Commas in a list
Exclamations
Apostrophes for
possession

Traction Man series






Similes
Using commas
Noun phrases
Progressive form

Unit title: Great fire of
London
Unit title: Let’s go to the
Arctic!
Unit title: Call and response 2

Troll




Somebody Swallowed Stanley
Greta and the Giants
(Reading)
Ada Twist Scientist

Inverted commas for
speech
Apostrophes for
possession



Apostrophes for
possession and
contraction

Unit title: Travel and
transport
Unit title: Let’s explore London!

Unit title: Sea and coasts

Unit title:
Improvisation in C

Unit title: Sound Association

Unit title: Ensemble skills

Unit title: Rainforest
Soundtrack

Unit title: Feelings and
emotions

Unit title: Respecting
privacy

Unit title: Resilience

Unit title: Growing and
changing

Unit title: Taking care of your
environment

Focus religion: Christianity

ANTIBULLYING WEEK
Focus religion: Sikhism

Focus religion: Buddhism

Focus religion: Islam

Focus religion: Humanism

Unit title: Traction time

Unit title: Trail mix

Unit title: Shades of Summer

Unit title: Fur and feather!

Unit title: Colourful
creations

Computing

Unit title: Online
safety

Unit title: Coding

Unit title: Word
processing

Unit title: Taking pictures

Unit title: Data handling

Unit title: Coding

Unit title: Animals
including humans
(Autumn 2)

Unit title: Uses of everyday
materials

Unit title: Plants
(summer 1 and Spring 1)

Unit title: Living things and
their habitats

E-SAFETY WEEK
COVID-19 CATCH
UP
Science
COVID-19 CATCH
UP

Unit title: Living things and
their habitats – part 1

STEM WEEK
French
PE

Outdoor: Speed,
agility and balance

Outdoor: Handball

Outdoor: Invasion
games

NA – non statutory
Outdoor: Attacking and
defending

Indoor: Gymnastics
Indoor: Yoga
Safeguarding Internet Safety
(from across
the
curriculum)
Creative
Task:
Learning
Happiness Box
Project
Bring in to school
on:
Thursday 8th October
Moment to
share
learning
Educational
Visits

Black History month
virtual assembly

Keeping safe – feelings and
emotions

Task:
Can you design and create your
own Zoo?
Bring in to school on:
Friday 11th December
Christmas Production

Indoor: Dance
Anti-bullying week

Indoor: Indoor games
Respecting Privacy

Task:
Can you choose a new
year resolution and
track your progress?

Task:
Ca

Bring in to school on:
Monday 8th February
Art gallery for Year 1
(and other’s if want to)
from our Colourful
Creations topic.

Bring in to school on:
Monday 30th March

Photography competition

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.
This may change during the academic year.

Outdoor: Core skills

Outdoor: Competitive SSGs

Indoor: Gymnastics

Indoor: Physical development

NSPCC PANTS rule
Growing and Changing

Valuing difference
Preparing for Transition

Task:
Can you create your own
cooking/recipe book with
your family?

Task:
Can you develop a recycling
system at home?

Bring in to school on:
Friday 15th May
Making a cooking video

Bring in to school on:
Tuesday 14th July
Year 2 picnic on site (with
parents if possible)

Year 3 Recovery Curriculum 2020/2021
YEAR 3
The topic we
will be
learning is:
Inspiring
moment:
Maths Units

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Identity

Werewolf Club

Stone Age to Iron Age

Extreme Earth

Ancient Greece

Magic and Mayhem

Rosa Parks
Introduction
Number – Place Value
(3)

Sharing poems from around the
world
Cont’d Number – Addition and
Subtraction

Cavemen/cavewomen
activities
Number - Multiplication
and Division (3)

Volcano experiment

Mosaic fun

Measurement: length and
perimeter (3)

Number – Fractions (2)

HP great hall sorting – film
clip
Geometry – Properties of
Shapes (2)

Number – fractions (3)
Number – Addition
and Subtraction (5)

Number – Multiplication and
Division (3)

Measurement: Time (3)

Measurement: Money (1)

Measurement: Mass and
Capacity (3)

Statistics (2)
COVID-19 catch up:
Additional sessions
around previous year
group content (6)
English
(audience
and purpose)

Blackberry Blue and
other Fairy tales
Short stories
Purpose: writing to
entertain
Audience: peers or
older
Michael Rosen
Performance Poetry
Purpose: writing to
entertain
Audience: peers or
older

Consolidation (1)

African Tales
Poetry (descriptive)
Purpose: writing to entertain
Audience: peers
Werewolf Club
Narrative
Purpose: to entertain
Audience: peers
To create a mythological story
using Werewolf Club as
inspiration
Werefwolf Club
Persuasive
Purpose: to persuade
To create an advert to join the
Werewolf Club

Consolidation (1)

Stone Age Boy
Instructions (How to
skin an animal)
Purpose: writing to
inform
Audience: peers or older

Journey to the Centre of the
Earth
Diary entries
Purpose: writing to entertain
Audience: peers or older
Pebble in my pocket
Newspaper report
Purpose: Writing to inform
Audience: Adults

Stone Age Boy
Leaflet
Purpose: writing to
inform
Audience: peers or older WORLD BOOK DAY
The Iron Man
(illustrated)
a story ending
Purpose: writing to
entertain
To create own version
of the ending of the
story.

Jason and The Argonauts
Instructions
Purpose: writing to inform
Audience: peers or older
Jason and The Argonauts
Story
Purpose: writing to entertain
Audience: peers or older
Jason and The Argonauts
Performance Poetry
Purpose: writing to entertain
Audience: peers or older

Harry Potter and The
Philosopher’s Stone
(illustrated)
Letter
Purpose: writing to inform
Audience: peers or older
Harry Potter and The
Philosopher’s Stone
Story
Purpose: writing to entertain
To create own version of the
characters’ entrance into the
Great Hall to be sorted.
Audience: peers or older

Our key
English text:

English
Grammar

Blackberry Blue and
other Fairytales
Michael Rosen










All previous
year group
content plus:
Use commas to
mark
subordinate
clauses
use bullet
points to list
items
commas to
mark
subordinate
clauses

African Tales and Werewolf
Club











History
Geography
Music

All previous year group
content plus:
Adverbials
Conjunctions
Use capital letters for
proper nouns
use commas to mark
fronted adverbials
inverted commas for
direct speech
Paragraphs used to group
related ideas
Subheadings to label
contents
Use techniques to
highlight key words (bold,
underline, etc.)

Unit title: Rosa
Parks
Unit title: Black
History Month: Wade
In The Water

Audience: peers or
older.
Stone Age Boy
The Iron Man









All previous year
group content
plus:
Relative clauses
to add further
detail
begin to use
present perfect
tense to place
events in time
Use capital
letters for proper
nouns







All previous year group
content plus:
Fronted adverbials to
show how/when an event
occurs
use expanded noun phrases
to add detail & description
use subordinate clauses to
add detail or context

Adventures of Odysseus
Jason and The Argonauts
(Film)











Unit title: Stone Age
to Iron Age
Unit title: UK
Unit title: Call & Response

Journey to the Centre of the
Earth (Young Reading series 3)

Unit title: Musical
Structures

All previous year
group content plus:
Adverbials
Conjunctions
Use capital letters for
proper nouns
use commas to mark
fronted adverbials
inverted commas for
direct speech
Paragraphs used to
group related ideas
Subheadings to label
contents
Use techniques to
highlight key words
(bold, underline, etc.)

Harry Potter and the
Philosophers Stone
(illustrated version)








All previous year group
content plus:
Fronted adverbials to
show how/when an event
occurs
use expanded noun
phrases to add detail &
description
use subordinate clauses
to add detail or context

Unit title: Ancient Greece
Unit title: Extreme Earth
Unit title: Latin American Music Unit title: Composition From Unit title: Rhythm & Melody
Improvisation

PSHE

Unit title: JB Pride
and Positive
Relationships

Unit title: The impact of media
and keeping safe

Unit title: Growing and
Changing

Unit title: Healthy Lifestyles

Unit title: Personal Space
(enterprise) and money
(enterprise skills)

Unit title: Exploring
different communities

ANTIBULLYING WEEK
RE

Focus religion: Christianity

Focus religion: Sikhism

Focus religion: Buddhism

Focus religion: Islam

Focus religion: Humanism

Art and
Design

Focus religion:
Judaism
Unit title: Tone and
shade

Unit title: Tone and taste

Unit title: Tricky tools

Unit title: Cross stitch creation

Unit title: Terrific Togas

Unit title: weaving wonders

Computing

Unit title: E-Safety

Unit title: Typing

Unit title: Coding 1

Unit title: Data handling

Unit title: Coding 2

Unit title: Emails

COVID-19 CATCH
UP

E-SAFETY WEEK

Unit title: Forces and
magnets

Unit title: Animals including
humans

Unit title: Light

Unit title: Plants

Science

Unit title: Rocks and soils
COVID-19 CATCH
UP

French
PE

Outdoor: Speed,
agility and balance

STEM WEEK

Outdoor: Handball

Outdoor: Invasion
games

NA – non statutory
Outdoor: Advanced problem
solving

Indoor: Gymnastics
Indoor: Yoga
Safeguarding Internet Safety
(from across
the
curriculum)
Creative
Task:
Learning
Happiness Box
Project
Bring in to school
on:
Thursday 8th October
Moment to
share
learning
Educational
Visits

Black History Month
virtual assembly

Keeping safe – feelings and
emotions

Task:
Can you perform a poem?
Bring in to school on:
Friday 11th December

Class poetry book

Outdoor: TAG Rugby

Outdoor: Competitive SSGs

Indoor: Gymnastics

Indoor: Physical development

NSPCC Visit

Valuing difference
Preparing for Transition

Indoor: Dance
Anti-bullying week
Growing and Changing

Indoor: Indoor games
Healthy lifestyles

Task:
Can you create your own
Iron Man?

Task:
How does a volcano erupt?

Task:
Who did the Ancient Greeks
worship?

Task:
What do wizards wear to
school?

Bring in to school on:
Monday 8th February

Bring in to school on:
Monday 22nd March

Bring in to school on:
Friday 21st May

Bring in to school on:
Monday 12th July

Ironman gallery

Sharing adventure diary entries

Ancient Greek role play

Wizard and witch fashion
show

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.

This may change during the academic year.

Year 4 Recovery Curriculum 2020/2021
YEAR 4
The topic we
will be
learning is:
Inspiring
moment:

Maths Units

Autumn 1
Freedom

Autumn 2
Rituals to Ruins

Spring 1
Exploring the Unknown

Spring 2
Water, Water Everywhere

Freedom – Nelson
Mandela Project

Making Roman Honey Cakes

Top Ten Adventures
from around the world!

Learning about the importance of Make a mummy mask!
our oceans and sea creatures

Number – Place
Value(4)
Number- Addition
and Subtraction (3)

Cont’d - Number- Addition and
Subtraction
Measurement- Length and
Perimeter (1)

Number- Multiplication
and Division (3)

Summer 1
Enigmatic Egyptians

Cont’d Fractions

Decimals(2)

Decimals(3)

Measurement- Money(2)

Measurement- Area(1)
Consolidation(1)

Summer 2
You, Me and Everyone

Holding a tarantula – zoo lab!
Walkers Wood Invertebrate
shake down
Geometry- Properties of
Shape(3)

Time(1)

Geometry- Position and
Direction(1)

Statistics(2)

Consolidation(1)

Egyptian Cinderella
Purpose: writing to entertain
(narrative and description )
Audience: peers

Bird Mouse Snake Wolf
Purpose: writing to persuade
(argument)
Audience: peers

Tales Told in Tents
Purpose: writing to entertain
Create a new folk story

Purpose: writing to entertain
(poetry)
Audience: peers

Fractions (4)

English
(audience
and purpose)

COVID-19 catch up:
Additional sessions
around previous year
group content (6)

Number- Multiplication and
Division (3)

Varjak Paw
Purpose: writing to
entertain (narrative)
Audience: peers

Romans
How to Become a Roman
Purpose: writing to inform
(instructions, letter, reports)
Boudicca
Purpose: writing to inform
(description)
Audience: peers

Consolidation (1)
Shackleton
Purpose: writing to
inform (report and
biography)
Audience: people
interested in the
history of Shackleton

WORLD BOOK DAY
This Morning I Met a Whale
Purpose: writing to inform
(newspaper)
Writing to entertain (poetry)
Audience: adults reading the
newspaper
The Bluest of Blue
Poetry
Purpose: To entertain
Audience: peers
Create a piece of poetry to be
performed.

Our key
Varjak Paw
English text:

English
Grammar

History

All previous
year group
content plus:
 Adverbials,
Conjunctions
 Use capital
letters for
proper nouns,
use commas to
mark fronted
adverbials ,
inverted
commas for
direct speech
Unit title: Nelson
Mandela


Thieves of Ostia
Captive Celt




All previous year group
content plus:
Use commas to mark
subordinate clauses, use
bullet points to list
items, commas to mark
subordinate clauses

PSHE

RE
Art and
Design
Computing

Unit title: Black
History Month: We’re
Jammin’
Unit title: JB Pride
and Aspirations

Focus religion:
Judaism
Unit title: World
Food
Unit title: E-safety





All previous year
group content
plus:
use commas to
mark fronted
adverbials , use
commas to mark
subordinate
clauses , use
inverted commas
for direct speech

Flotsam + The Bluest of Blues




All previous year group
content plus:
Conjunctions, secure use
of apostrophes for
possession, use commas
after fronted adverbials
and subordinate clauses,
may begin to use dashes
for clarity

Unit title: Ancient Rome

Geography
Music

Shackleton’s Journey

Egyptian Cinderella + Tales
Told in Tents






All previous year
group content plus:
Use commas to mark
subordinate clauses,
use bullet points to list
items, commas to mark
subordinate clauses
comparative sentences

Bird Mouse Snake Wolf




All previous year group
content plus:
Conjunctions, secure use
of apostrophes for
possession, use commas
after fronted
adverbials and
subordinate clauses,
may begin to use dashes
for emphasis

Unit title: Ancient Egypt

Unit title: Composition From
Improvisation

Unit title: Our European Unit title: Water
Neighbours
Unit title: She Shoots,
Unit title: Read & Write 1
She Scores!

Unit title: Social
Media/Managing Pressure

Unit title: Relationships
and feeling empathy

Unit title: The World
Unit title: Read & Write 2

Unit title: Music Tech: Sounds
Through Words

Unit title: Keeping
Safe/Balanced lifestyles

Unit title: Enterprise skills

Unit title: Growing and
changing: SRE

Focus religion: Christianity

ANTIBULLYING WEEK
Focus religion: Sikhism

Focus religion: Buddhism

Focus religion: Islam

Focus religion: Humanism

Unit title: Roman Rituals

Unit title: Buzz Wires

Unit title: Monet Movement

Unit title: Egyptian Jewels

Unit title: E-mail

Unit title: Coding 1

Unit title: Word processing

Unit title: Moving making

Unit title: Antarctic
Animation
Unit title: Coding 2

COVID-19 CATCH
UP
Science

E-SAFETY WEEK
Unit title: Sound

Unit title: Electricity

Unit title: States of matter

COVID-19 CATCH
UP

Unit title: Animals including
humans

Unit title: Living things and
their habitats

STEM WEEK
French

Unit title: Bodies
Adapted French Curriculum – 2021/2022

PE

Outdoor:
Dodgeball/handball

Indoor: Gymnastics
Safeguarding Internet Safety
(from across
the
curriculum)
Creative
Task:
Learning
Happiness Box
Project
Bring in to school
on:
Thursday 8th October
Moment to
share
learning
Educational
Visits

Virtual Nelson
Mandela Project on
Google Classroom

Outdoor: Basketball

Outdoor: TAG Rugby

Indoor: Gymnastics

Indoor: Dance

Managing Pressure

Anti-bullying week

Task:
Can I find out what life was like
for Roman children?

Task:
Can you explore the
difference between the
North and South poles?

Bring in to school on:
Friday 11th December
Sharing Romans Information
text with Year 3

Bring in to school on:
Monday 8th February
Making a short film of
Shackleton’s life for
KS2 assembly

Outdoor: Attacking and
defending

Outdoor: Hockey

Outdoor: Competitive SSGs

Indoor: Yoga
Keeping Safe (PSHE topic)

Indoor: Health Related
Fitness
NSPCC Visit

Indoor: Strength and
conditioning
Valuing difference
Preparing for Transition

Task:
How can we look after our
oceans?

Task:
Why were the Ancient
Egyptians so amazing?

Task:
Can you design your own
undiscovered animal?

Bring in to school on:
Monday 22nd March

Bring in to school on:
Friday 21st May

Bring in to school on:
Monday 12th July

Look after our water posters for
around school

Egyptian Assembly (possibly
for parents)

Wild life photo exhibition for
Year 2

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.
This may change during the academic year.

Year 5 Recovery Curriculum 2020/2021
YEAR 5
The topic
we will be
learning is:
Inspiring
moment:
Maths Units

Autumn 1
Slavery

Autumn 2
Our World

Spring 1
Vikings and Anglo-Saxons

Spring 2
Earth and Space

Summer 1
Animal Kingdom

Summer 2
Landscapes

Watch Martin Luther King’s
speech
Number – Place Value(3)

Global café

Shield making

Create a planetarium

Landscape puzzle art

Statistics(2)

Number – Multiplication
and

Contd - Fractions

Interactive animal
classification
Number – Decimals(4)

Number – Addition and
Subtraction(2)

Number – Multiplication and
Division(2)

Division(3)

Number – Decimals &
Percentages (2)

Geometry- Properties of
Shapes(3)

COVID-19 catch up:
Additional sessions around
previous year group content (6)

Perimeter and Area(2)

Number – Fractions(6)

Consolidation (1)

Geometry- Position and
Direction(1)
Measurement- Converting
Units(2)
Measures Volume(1)

Consolidation(1)
Consolidation(1)

English
(audience
and
purpose)

The Boy at the Back of the
Class
Purpose: Writing to
entertain(description)
Narrative Description

Wonder
Purpose: Writing to discuss
(argument)
Audience: peers

The Boy at the Back of the
Class
Purpose: Writing to
inform(letter)
Audience: Chosen recipient of
letter

Plastic
Purpose: writing to persuade
(letter)
Audience: adults

Vikings and Anglo-Saxons
Purpose: writing to
entertain (narrative and
description)
Audience: peers

WORLD BOOK DAY
Cosmic
Purpose: Writing to inform
(newspaper)
Audience: adults
Travel Writing
Purpose: writing to
persuade (advert)
Audience: adults

The Highwayman
Purpose: writing to
entertain (narrative)
Audience: peers

London Eye Mystery
Purpose: writing to
entertain (narrative)
Purpose: Writing to
entertain (poem)
Audience: peers

Our key
English
text:

English
Grammar

The Boy at the Back of the
Class










History

All previous year group
content plus:
Nouns, verbs,
conjunctions, pronouns,
adverbs,
prepositions and
determiners
Using a dictionary and
thesaurus
- Idioms
- Antonyms
-Subject and verb
agreement
-‘I’ and ‘me’
Paragraphs and
linked ideas across
paragraphs

PSHE




All previous year
group content plus:
Brackets, dashes and
commas to indicate
parenthesis
- Commas to
clarify meaning
and avoid
ambiguity
- Hyphens
Apostrophes

Unit title: Abolition of
Slavery/Martin Luther King

Geography
Music

Wonder

Unit title: Black History Month:
Ethiopian Scales
Unit title: JB Pride and Mobile
and Online Safety

Anglo Saxon Boy








All previous year
group content plus:
Modal verbs i.e.
might, should, will,
must
-Expanded noun
phrases
-Relative pronouns
-Adverbials and
fronted adverbials

Cosmic: Hidden figures




All previous year
group content plus:
Changing nouns or
adjectives into verbs
-Co-ordinating and
subordinating
conjunctions

Unit title: Healthy Lifestyles

Unit title: Viking
Composition
Unit title: Education and
celebrate positive
relationships








Unit title: Vikings and
Anglo-Saxons
Unit title: Enough for
Everyone
Unit title: Rock Band Unit 1

The Highwayman

All previous year
group content plus:
Modal verbs i.e.
might, should, will,
must
-Expanded noun
phrases
-Relative pronouns
-Adverbials and
fronted adverbials

London Eye Mystery




All previous year
group content plus:
Present perfect form
and past perfect
tense i.e. He has gone
out to play. vs He
went out to play.

Unit title: Early Islamic
Civilisation
Unit title: What is China
like?
Unit title: Rock Band Unit 2
Unit title: Discrimination
and Stereotypes

Unit title: Music
Technology Unit 1
Unit title: Puberty (SRE)
and Hygiene

Unit title: Yosemite
National Park
Unit title: Music
Technology Unit 2
Unit title: Values and
Customs

ANTI BULLYING WEEK
Focus religion: Sikhism

RE

Focus religion: Judaism

Focus religion: Christianity

Art and
Design
Computing

Unit title: Fine Lines and
Finesse
Unit title: Online Safety

Unit title: Seated Sculptures Unit title: Pushy Pulley
Unit title: Internet and
Email

Focus religion: Buddhism

Focus religion: Islam

Focus religion: Humanism

Unit title: Coding Unit 1

Unit title: Selection of
Stills
Unit title: Moving Making

Unit title: Perfections
printing
Unit title: Coding Unit 2

Unit title: Learning
ladscapes
Unit title: Spreadsheets

Unit title: Forces

Unit title: Earth and Space

Unit title: Living Things
and Their Habitats

Unit title: Animals
Including Humans

COVID-19 CATCH UP
Science
COVID-19 CATCH UP

E-SAFETY WEEK
Unit title: Properties and
Changes of Materials

STEM WEEK
French

Unit title: Who are we?
Adapted French Curriculum – 2021/2022

PE

Safeguardin
g (from
across the
curriculum)
Creative
Learning
Project

Moment to
share
learning
Educational
Visits

Outdoor: Handball

Outdoor: Dodgeball

Outdoor: TAG Rugby

Indoor: Swimming

Indoor: Gymnastics

Indoor: Swimming

Outdoor: Attacking and
Defending

Internet Safety

Healthy Lifestyles

Anti-bullying week

Indoor: Yoga
Sex and Relationships
Education

Task:
Happiness Box

Task:
Can you research a country?

Task:
Can you study an aspect of
Viking/Anglo-Saxon life?

Task:
What interests you about
the solar system?

Bring in to school on:
Thursday 8th October

Bring in to school on:
Friday 11th December

Bring in to school on:
Monday 8th February

Bring in to school on:
Monday 22nd March

Inter year group showing
of D&T Anglo-Saxon pulley
diorama

Space stop motion scenes
shared online

Black history filming/zoom

World quiz

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.
This may change during the academic year.

Outdoor: Hockey

Outdoor: Competitive SSGs

Indoor: Health related
fitness
NSPCC Visit

Indoor: Strength and
conditioning
Valuing difference
Preparing for Transition

Task:
Can you design and make
an interactive animal
habitat?

Task:
Can you create your
favourite landscape using a
particular style?

Bring in to school on:
Friday 21st May
Create own animal
classification for KS1 to
use

Bring in to school on:
Monday 12th July
Art gallery of landscapes

Year 6 Recovery Curriculum 2020/2021
YEAR 6
The topic
we will be
learning is:
Inspiring
moment:
Maths Units

English
(audience
and
purpose)

Autumn 1
Windrush

Autumn 2
Windrush

Watch Floella Benjamin’s
Windrush Introduction
Number- Place Value(2)

Listen to Windrush Child by
John Agard
Fractions(4)

Number- Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication and Division(4)

Geometry- Position and
Direction(1)
Consolidation(1)

COVID-19 catch up:
Additional sessions around
previous year group content (6)
Arrival
Purpose: writing to discuss
(newspaper)
Audience: Imagined local
residents
The Island
Purpose: writing to inform
(message in a bottle)
Audience: person that finds the
bottle
Purpose: Writing to discuss
(newspaper discussion)
Audience: adult ‘Islanders’
Windrush
Purpose: writing to inform
(Diary entry )
Audience: the ‘writer’

Spring 1
Features of world
geography – examining
biomes.
Biomes silhouette art
Number- Decimals(2)
Number- Percentages(2)

Spring 2
Elizabethan Britain

Summer 1
Amazing Americas

Summer 2
Mayans

Read Plague Doctor or The
Great Plague
Measurement Converting
units(1)
Measurement Perimeter,
Area and Volume(2)

Country Conundrum

Mayan Chocolate Blind
Tasting Experience
Statistics(2)

Geometry- Properties of
Shapes(2)

Investigations(3)
Problem solving(3)

Number- Algebra(2)

Consolidation(1)
Number- Ratio

Windrush
Purpose: writing to persuade
(letter)
Audience: home secretary

Cogheart
Purpose: writing to entertain
(description)
Audience: teenagers

Coraline
Purpose: writing to
persuade (letter)
Audience: Coraline
Purpose: writing to
entertain (narrative)
Audience: class peers

Room 101
Purpose: writing to
persuade (speech)
Audience: peers

Consolidation (1)
WORLD BOOK DAY
Macbeth
Purpose: writing to entertain
(narrative)
Audience: peers
Plague Doctor
Purpose: writing to inform
(leaflet)
Audience: people interested
in the plague

Titanium
Purpose: writing to
inform
(police report)
Audience: police

Mayan unit TBC
Purpose: writing to
entertain (poetry)
Audience: peers
Purpose: Writing to Discuss
(Balanced Argument)

Natural Disasters
Purpose: writing to
inform (report)
Audience: adults

Our key
English
text:

English
Grammar

Arrival
The Island






History

All previous year group
content plus:
Using a thesaurus -antonyms
and synonyms
Revision of all: subordinate
clauses, relative clauses,
phrases, main clauses
Colons

Unit title: Windrush

Cogheart







All previous year
group content plus:
Adverbials
Short sentences
Subjunctive form
Brackets and dashes

Coraline







All previous year
group content plus:
passive voice
speech
sentence structures
Apostrophes

Unit title: Windrush

Geography







All previous year
group content plus:
Semi-colons to join two
related main clauses
together , Bullet points
Ellipsis
Punctuating lists correctly
Hyphens in words
Brackets and dashes

Floodland + Titanium
(Visual Stimulus)






All previous year
group content
plus:
Double negatives
Standard English and
knowing the
difference between
typical informal
speech and formal
writing

Unit title: Medicine and
Disease

Music

Unit title: Musical Roots

Unit title: Keyboard Skills

PSHE

Unit title: JB Pride and
Identity

Unit title: SRE (Growing and
Changing)

RE

Focus religion: Judaism

Focus religion: Christianity

Unit title: Features of
Physical Geography:
Biomes
Unit title: Music
Technology
Unit title: Living in the
Wider World
ANTIBULLYING WEEK
Focus religion: Sikhism

Art and
Design
Computing

Unit title: Healing Hands
Unit title: Online Safety

Unit title: Art around the
World
Unit title: Coding Unit 1

COVID-19 CATCH UP

E-SAFETY WEEK

COVID-19 CATCH UP

Unit title: Animals Including
Humans

Science

Shakespeare

The Great Kapok Tree






All previous year
group content plus:
Conjunctions revision
Tense choice
Reviewing all tense
types

Unit title: Mayans
(American Civilization)
Unit title: Amazing
Americas

Unit title: Music Technology

Unit title: Music Production

Unit title: Managing Pressure
and Influence

Unit title: Creative
Composition
Unit title: Enterprise
Skills

Focus religion: Buddhism

Focus religion: Islam

Focus religion: Humanism

Unit title: Tone and
Texture
Unit title: Coding Unit 2

Unit title: Setting the Scene

Unit title: Helping Hands
(maths)
Unit title: Spreadsheets

Unit title: Set Building

Unit title: Evolution and
Inheritance

Unit title: Electricity

Unit title: Living things
and their habitats
STEM WEEK

Unit title: Light

Unit title: Data Handling

Unit title: Relationships,
Change and Transition

Unit title: Movie Making

French

Unit title: KS2 Revision
Adapted French Curriculum – 2021/2022

PE

Safeguardin
g (from
across the
curriculum)
Creative
Learning
Project

Outdoor: Dodgeball

Outdoor: Basketball

Outdoor: Hockey

Indoor: Handball

Indoor: TAG Rugby

Indoor: Indoor games

Internet Safety

Sex and Relationship
Education

Drug Awareness – PC
White
Anti-Bullying Week

Task:
Happiness Box

Task:
Can you use your creativity to
make an interesting piece of
work about the Windrush?

Task:
What is a biome? Can you
create a biome poster or
display?

Bring in to school on:
Thursday 8th October

You could use Windrush
Child by John Agard to
inspire you.

Bring in to school on:
Friday 11th December

Moment to
share
learning
Educational
Visits

Filming students’ speeches
regarding Windrush.

You could use the
following link for
inspiration to create a
biome display:
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/f0/
71/07/f07107c77a7ec8d23e05
f85ba6420a03.jpg

Bring in to school on:
Monday 8th February
Posters to be displayed in the Biome posters or diorama
classroom.
to be presented as part of
a science lesson.

Outdoor: Basketball and
cricket

Outdoor: Athletics

Outdoor: Football

Indoor: Tennis

Indoor: Tactics in SSGs

NSPCC visit

Transition to KS3

You could use Plague Doctor
or The Great Plague for
inspiration.

Task:
Using our science module
and Floodlands as an
inspirational centrepiece,
can you create a piece of
work for display in the
school corridor.

Task:
Can you create a
presentation about Mayan
culture, for example: food,
religion, art etc?

Bring in to school on:
Monday 22nd March

Bring in to school on:
Friday 21st May

Recordings of talking stories
to be shared online (to be
shared with other classes
electronically).

Corridor display linked to
habitats and changing
environments.

Indoor: Gymnastics
Peer pressure (PSHE)

Task:
Can you create a story about
the Great Plague?

Due to COVID-19, we will not be running external trips.
This may change during the academic year.

Bring in to school on:
Monday 12th July

Be the teacher - A show
and tell of the Mayan gods
with an ask the author
section.

